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Installation Instruction for Shadow SH 1990
Bridge Pickup with Saddle and Endpin

Content:Content:

Endpin with 6.3mm jack
piezo pickup with incorporated saddle
additional saddle to accommodate the highness of the saddle
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1. Loosen strings and remove original bridge saddle.

2. Place piezo pickup with the output cable towards the lower E-string (E6) and mark, where to drill the 3mm hole.

3. Remove original endpin and increase hole up to 11,1mm diameter.

4. Slightly bevel the edges of the hole to avoid cracking the finish.

5. CLean up the saddle slot, endpin hole and elimaniate the wood dust from the inside of the instrument.

6. Press endpin into the hole until it is flush with the body.

7. Put pickup-acble through the hole in the saddle and place pickup into the saddle slot. Pay attention and do not pull the
     cable too strong so that you will hurt the pickup.

8. Screw off the cover of the mini-jack and put this with the bending-protection first over  the pickup cable.

9. Solder the center wire to the tip terminal of the mini plug and the shield to the sleeve termainal (see Fig. 1 ).

10. Screw the cover back on the mini-plug.

11. Feed the wire through the hole, place the pickup and make electrical connections as needed.

12. Reinstall the strings and tune your guitar. Make sure the strings do not pull the pickup saddle forward to the slot (see
      Fig. 2 und 3).
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